I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic generation of captions for images by describing the content of an image using natural language sentences has become a fundamental task in Artificial Intelligence and has recently attracted the attention of the research community [1] . Given the huge number of images that are available online, image captioning has become nowadays central to image retrieval tasks such as the one carried by search engines or newspaper companies. More specific applications, like describing images for blind persons or teaching children concepts, can also be given as examples on the importance of captioning images.
Image captioning has been identified as a cross-modal task which grounds and relates the visual and the natural language model. Despite the challenging nature of this task, several image caption generation models, one can cite [2] - [6] as examples, have achieved promising results due to the advances in training neural networks [7] and the large image datasets that are now available [8] .
The sparsity of annotated resources other than English is an issue in morphological complex language such as Arabic. Thus, there is a need for corpora sufficiently large for image captioning in other languages.
The aim of this work is to take a step towards the goal of developing an image caption generation model for describing images in Arabic language (see Fig. 1 ). The model is inspired by the merge model proposed in [10] and [11] . It consists of two sub-networks: a deep recurrent neural network (RNN) for sentences and a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for images. These two sub-networks interact with each other in a merge layer to predicate and generate the caption. Moreover, the first public Arabic image caption corpus is presented. This Arabic version is a subset of the Flickr [11] and MS COCO [12] caption data sets. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Influential work as well as state-of-the-art models for image caption generation for English as well as other languages are presented in Section II. Detailed description of the image caption generation model for Arabic language is given in Section III. A description of the image dataset with Arabic captions is presented in Section IV. The process of building the Arabic image caption corpus through crowdsourcing is presented in Section V. The experiment evaluation and results are described in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion with some directions for future work is given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
This section covers recent advances in the development of image caption generation models for different languages including: English, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and German. Fig. 1 . Example of an Arabic caption generated for an image (caption translation in English: a man and a child in a yellow canoe in the lake).
A. Image Captioning for English Language
The different approaches for image caption generation can be either based on retrievable or constructive approaches as pointed out in [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] . This taxonomy is clearly depicted in Fig. 2 . An image caption generator based on a retrievable approach models the problem as a retrieval task. A (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 9, No. 6, 2018 68 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org database based on image features and captions is constructed. Given an image, the most suitable annotation is retrieved. This approach however lacks the ability of generating novel sentences, does not scale to describe raw images, and the caption generation is limited to the features and the size of the database. Thus, this approach is not suitable for today's demand. Example of work based on this approach includes [1] , [15] - [17] .
Recent progress in automatic image captioning is based on a constructive approach. A constructive approach gradually constructs a novel caption for each image. This can be further divided into computer vision and natural language generation methods (CV/NLG) or CNN/RNN methods. For the first category, image attributes are extracted from images using computer vision techniques which are fed to natural language generation models to generate a syntactically correct caption. This approach is the base of the work in [18] . The CNN/RNN approaches have proven to be the most successful ones. They model the caption generation process in two phases, the first phase is image features learning phase and the second is the sentence generation phase. Depending on whether the image is injected to the language model or left out and then later merged with the output of the language model using a feedforward layer, one can distinguish two models, the inject and the merge model. A complete empirical study of these two models can be found in [10] and [11] . In the inject class (see Fig. 3 ), the language model, such as the RNN, is the primary generation component where an image is directly injected to the model during training time. The output of the RNN is a mixed vector that is handled in a subsequent feedforward layer to predict the next word in the caption. Works under this class includes [2] and [19] . In [2] , the Neural Image Caption (NIC) model is presented. This model is based on an end-to-end neural network that works by first pre-training it for an image classification task using a CNN and then using the last hidden layer as an input to the RNN that generates sentences. Experiments on several datasets including Flickr [11] , MS COCO [12] , Pascal VOC [17] , and SBU [16] using different metrics: BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20] , CIDER [21] , and METEOR [22] reported an accuracy comparabale to state-of-the-art approaches; for instance, on the Pascal dataset, NIC yielded a BLEU score of 59, to be compared to the current state-of-theart of 25, while human performance reaches 69. On Flickr30k, an improvement was achived from 56 to 66, and on SBU, from 19 to 28. In [19] , the process starts by decomposing the input image by detecting objects and other regions of interest to produce a vector representation richly expressing the image semantics. This feature vector is taken as input by a hierarchical RNN. The hierarchical RNN is composed of two levels: a sentence RNN and a word RNN. The sentence RNN receives image features, decides how many sentences to generate in the resulting paragraph, and produces an input topic vector for each sentence. Given this topic vector, the word RNN generates the words of a single sentence. The model was experimented on a novel dataset of paragraph annotations, comprising of 19,551 MS COCO [12] and Visual Genome [23] images, and evaluated across six language metrics: BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20] , CIDER [21] , and METEOR [22] . The scores show the superior advantages of this method over traditional image captioning methods and was close to human performance. The second class is the merge model in which the image features and linguistic models are learned independently and then merged in a feed forward model in which the prediction takes place (see Fig. 4 ). The work of [24] was the first to prpose a merge model for image captioning and shortly after their work was published, several papers appeared with promising results including [4] , [25] , [26] . This demonstrates the effectiveness of this model. In [24] , Mao et al. proposed the merge model then refined it in [4] and [26] . Their image representation is learned independently by a CNN model then inputted to the RNN-LSTM model along with every word in the sentence description. The approach uses the capacity of the RNN-LSTM more efficiently. The RNN-LSTM model incorporates a two-layer word embedding system which learns the word representation more efficiently than the single-layer word embedding. These two models interact with each other in a multimodal layer. The effectiveness of their model was validated on four benchmark datasets IAPR TC-12, Flickr 8K, Flickr30K, and MS COCO. Experimental results based on BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20] , CIDER [21] , METEOR [22] , and ROUGE [27] showed the outstanding performance of their www.ijacsa.thesai.org model for almost all evaluation metrics. In [25] , the Deep Compositional Captioner (DCC) is introduced. DCC builds on recent deep captioning models which combines a CNN and RNN networks for visual and language generation, respectively. Then, both models are combined into a deep caption model which is trained jointly on paired imagesentence data. However, unlike previous models which can only describe objects that are present in paired image-sentence data, DCC is able to generate sentences that describe objects presented in unpaired image/data but not present in paired image/sentence data. To accomplish this task, the training is preformed into three stages: 1) CNN and RNN are trained with unpaired data, then 2) both models are combined into a caption model which is trained on paired image-sentence data, and finally, 3) the knowledge is transferred from words that appear in paired image-sentence data to words that do not appear in paired image-sentence data. DCC performance was empirically evaluated by studying results on a training split of the MS COCO [12] dataset by deliberately excluding certain objects. Moreover, DCC performance to describe objects in the ImageNet7k dataset which are not present in the caption datasets was assisted. DCC scored 69.36 and 23.98 on the BLEU and METEOR metrics respectively. In addition, the F1-score was reported, which indicates that DCC can integrate new vocabulary in captions.
The literature on English caption generation although new, is rich of models that have proven their efficiency. However, few explicit comparison between the performance of the inject and merge architectures has been investigated. In [26] , the authors compared the inject and merge architectures based only on the BLEU metric and concluded that merge is superior. The first work that studies extensively and systematically the difference between the inject and merge architecture is presented in [10] and [11] . Experimental evaluation concluded the following: 1) inject architectures tends to be slightly better on standard corpus-based metrics such as CIDER [21] , 2) merge architectures produce sentences that are rich in vocabulary; that is inject models tends to re-generate captions wholesale from the training data, 3) inject models tend towards more generic and less image specific captions, especially for longer captions; a problem that merge models is not susceptible of, and 4) from an engineering perspective, merge architectures make better use of their RNN memory and avoids overfitting.
B. Image Caption for Arabic language
Automatic image captioning in Arabic was addressed only by the work of [28] by using root-word based RNN and Deep Belief Network (DBN). The approach adopted can be summarized in three stages. In the first stage, a Region CNN (RCNN) [29] is used to map image objects to Arabic root words by the aid of a transducer based algorithm for Arabic root extraction [30] . After that, stage two uses a word based RNN with LSTM memory cell to generate the most appropriate words for an image in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Finally, the caption sentences are generated by using dependency tree relations; specifically the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT) [31] . For evaluation, two datasets were created. The first consists of annotating 10,000 images from the ImageNet dataset with Arabic captions and the second 100,000 images from Al-Jazeera news website.
Experiments show a promising result considering BLEU-1 score with value 34.8 for Arabic caption generation.
C. Image Caption for Other Languages
The limitation of image description corpora in languages other than English is an issue, particularly for morphologically rich languages such Arabic and Japanese. In [32] a Japanese version of MS COCO caption dataset has been created using Yahoo! Crowdsourcing. The authors developed a model for image caption generation for Japanese language using deep learning. They pre-trained the model with the English portion of the corpus to improve the performance then trained it using Japanese captions. The resulting bilingual model has better performance comparing to the monolingual model that uses only the Japanese caption corpus. Cross-lingual image captioning for Chinese language has been developed by applying machine translation [33] . The experiment has been done on Flickr8k-cn and Flickr30-cn datasets. To improve the translated English-Chinese sentences, a fluency-guided learning framework has been proposed using LSTM neural network. The proposed approach improves both the fluency and the relevance without using any manually written caption in Chinese. In [34] , an RNN model for generating Chinese captions has been presented. The authors developed two methods, one that takes the list of words from a Chinese sentence as input, and the second takes the list of characters and feed them to the same RNN model. The Chinese caption is obtained by translating Flickr30 dataset from English to Chinese using Google Translation API. They observed that the character level method outperform the word level in this task.
Multi30K, a Germen version of Flickr30K dataset, has been presented in [35] . Each image has a German translation of the English description obtained from Flickr30K dataset and five independent German captions obtained using Crowd flower platform. The translated sentences were collected by professional English-German translators without seeing the image.
III. METHODOLOGY
The Arabic image captioning model proposed in this work follows the merge architecture that was previously described in [10] , [11] . This architecture is a simplified version of the architecture in [2] . It was chosen for its simplicity whilst still being the best performing system in the 2015 MS COCO [12] image captioning challenge. [36] to encode linguistic sequences of varying length, 2) an image feature extractor model based on CNN [7] to extract image features in the form of a fixed-length vector, and 3) a decoder model that takes as input the outputted fixed vectors from the previous models and makes a final prediction.
A detailed illustration of the three parts of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 6 . First, the language model inputs sequences with a pre-defined max length -the maximum words in the longest caption-which are fed then into an embedding layer that uses a mask to ignore padded values. Further, a 50% dropout is performed in a form of a regularization then the output is forwarded to the LSTM layer with 256 memory units. Independently, the second stage is the image feature extractor model that expects an input photo features to be a vector of 4,096 elements. A 50% dropout is also done before the image being processed by a CNN layer to produce a 256-element representation of the image. The final stage is the Decoder model that merges the 256-output of both models to an output Softmax layer that makes the final prediction over the entire output vocabulary for the next word in the caption.
IV. DATASET
The model has been trained and tested with images, from MS COCO dataset [37] and Flickr8K datasets [38] . The MS COCO images contain multiple objects in the scene collected by searching for pairs of 80 object categories. This dataset contains 2.5 million captions labelling over 330,000 images. To gather Arabic captions for the images, Crowd-Flower Crowdsourcing service [39] was used. Given 1166 images taken from the training set of the MS COCO dataset, a total of 5358 captions were collected. The images have on average 4.6 captions; the maximum number was 6 and the minimum was 4. Flickr8K dataset contains 8000 images and each comes with 5 English sentences. The images were selected with different locations and scenes from 6 Flickr groups. The first 2261 images from the training set were selected. A professional English-Arabic translator translated the captions of 150 images from Flicker, a total of 750 Arabic captions. The rest of the images (2111) were translated to Arabic using Google translator and then checked by Arabic native speakers. The total of images from both datasets (COCO and Flicker) is 3427, with a vocabulary size of 9854 and the longest caption consisting of 27 words. Since the dataset consists of some images from MS COCO and some from Flicker training sets, all images were divided for the experiments to 2400 for training, 411 for the development, and 616 for testing with a percentage of 70:12:18 respectively (see Table I ).
V. CROWDSOURCING PROCEDURE
All captions used to build the dataset were human generated using Crowd-Flower Crowdsourcing [39] . A job was posted that asked the contributors to describe an image. In the job page, a user interface was provided with instructions in Arabic and one example. Each task includes only 5 images in each page to prevent contributor's exhaustion. Some of the instructions were translated directly from English instructions that were used in the MS COCO captions [37] and instructions specific to Arabic language were added. The job has the following instructions:
1) Please adhere to the standard Arabic language.
2) Write a useful sentence that ends with a period (.). Do not just type multiple words or phrases.
3) The sentence must contain at least 20 Arabic letters. 4) Use a polite style of speech and correct punctuation marks.
5) Please comment on the image by giving only factual data:
a) Do not write about things that may happen in the future.
b) Do not write about sounds, such as, the child heard the sound of the horn.
c) Do not speculate or imagine. Do not write about something that makes you feel uncertain.
d) Do not write about your feelings regarding the scene in the picture. e) Do not use excessive poetic style. 1) Do not use demonstrative pronouns such as 'this' or the adverb of place 'here'.
2) Please do not write the names of the persons, places or nationalities; e.g. Washington City, American Flag.
3) Please describe all important parts of the scene; do not describe unimportant details. The job only appears for Arabic contributors to be sure that non-Arabic workers do not participate in this job. Six captions per image were collected. To guarantee the quality of the captions and that they are well written in Arabic and not using an Arabic dialect, a data-cleaning task was assigned to a professional Arabic language specialist. For some images, he selected the best 4 captions, for others he kept all 6 captions with small modifications.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section the relative importance of different components of the proposed model is assessed, the implementation environment is defined, and finally the obtained results are presented and analyzed.
For the image encoder, a fully convolutional network based on Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 16-layer CNN [40] is adopted. Prior to training, all images were vectorized using the activation values which is trained to perform object recognition on a 4096-element vector and returns a 256 vector. For the language model, a single hidden RNN-LSTM layer with 256 memory units is defined. This layer is supported in the Keras [41] API library. The network uses a dropout of 50% on both models.
The complete model was implemented in python using latest version 2.1.6 of Keras [41] . Eexperiments were conducted on the commercial cloud server FloydHub [42] . FloydHub servr uses Nvidia Tesla K80 GPUs (12GB vRAM) and 61GB RAM and supports Keras [41] API.
In the experiment, the maximum length of a description within the data set is 27 words. This value is essential because it defines the input length to RNN-LSTM model. Given the amount of training data, the model was fit for 10 epochs, and the model stabilized after the 6th epoch. At the end of the 6th model, the loss computed was 4.278 on the training dataset and a loss of 4.859 was on the development dataset. The model generates correct descriptions of images (see Fig. 7 ), the syntax and the semantic of the sentences is accurate. For the middle image in the second row, the obtained caption "Dish has a dish inside", even though correct, it fails to describe the important part of the image which is the food.
Following previous works, the model was evaluated on the BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20] , which evaluates a candidate sentence by measuring the fraction of n-grams that appear in a set of references. The model scored a value of 46 which is considered excellent in the BLUE scale. All BLEU scores obtained by the proposed model are given in Table II . Moreover, Table II gives a comparison of the proposed model with the BLEU scores of the Arabic captions obtained by translating the English captions derived from the NIC model [2] using Google Translate [28] . This translated model is evaluated on the Flickr8K dataset. As seen from Table II, the Arabic caption based merge model is comparable on the BLEU-{1} score. Also comparing the proposed model with [28] , the proposed model results a 10% higher BLEU-{1} score. The obtained results are promising and can be improved with the availability of more data. ‫وحشً.‬ ‫حمار‬ Zebra.
‫ثلجٍح.‬ ‫تلح‬ ‫على‬ ‫ٌقف‬ ‫حمراء‬ ‫خوذج‬ ‫ٌرتدي‬ ‫رجل‬
A man wearing a red helmet stands on a snowy hill.
‫السماء.‬ ‫فً‬ ‫تحلق‬ ‫طائرج‬
A plane flying in the sky.
‫األمواج.‬ ‫ركوب‬ ‫رٌاضح‬ ‫ٌمارس‬ ‫رجل‬
A man practicing surfing.
. ‫طثق‬ ‫فٍه‬ ‫طثق‬ Dish has a dish inside.
‫سجادج.‬ ‫على‬ ‫ٌقفز‬ ‫وأتٍض‬ ‫أسود‬ ‫كلة‬
A black and white dog jumps on a carpet. Fig. 7 . Examples of image captions generated using the proposed model. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel corpus of image captions in Arabic is built by collecting 5358 captions for 1176 images using a CrowdFlower Crowdsourcing service, and 750 captions for 150 images were obtained from a human translator. The rest of image captions were translated from English to Arabic using Google translator. The RNN model trained by Arabic captions works well for image caption generation even with the small dataset that has been used for training and validating the model. Till now, no other RNN models were proposed for image caption generation for Arabic language except the paper of Jindal [28] that used a different methodology based on Deep Belief Network. The performance of the proposed model on the test set gave a promising result of 46.2 for the BLEU-1 score, which is 10% higher than the Jindal result.
The proposed model can give better performance with larger dataset. Therefore, for future research the image dataset with Arabic captions will be expanded and made publicly available. Further experiments will be conducted with the expanded corpus.
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